CRÉATION BAUMANN LINE | Hospitality

A feeling of being at home
Textiles from Création Baumann for hoteliers

Textiles in restaurants, bars or hotels must fulfil a multitude of functions, whilst generating a welcoming
comfortable atmosphere; to promote the wellbeing of guests and reflect the identity of the establishment.
Création Baumann offers a broad range of curtain and upholstery fabrics with a huge number of colours
and materials, but also with special properties for functions such as black out or sound absorption.

The Hospitality Collection is specially tailored to the demands of the contract sector and encompasses
flame retardant, enduring and above all easy care textiles. In 2012, the textiles are enriched with six new
products. With “Mystery” Création Baumann presents a high quality black out fabric. A refined mélange
texture on the facing side and a soft feel give the curtain fabric a natural, serene note. “Mystery” is
available in 19 colours and can be combined with the transparent fabric of “Sprint” to great advantage.
“Henry” is masculine and elegant with light irregular linear striping. The timeless upholstery fabric in
Trevira CS is extremely hard wearing and resistant to staining – and can also be used as a heavy curtain
fabric. The available ten colour settings are kept neutral.

Aesthetically the designs are harmonised with the hoteliers sector. The textiles must blend into numerous
environments and do justice to diverse furnishing styles. Whilst they may draw admiring glances, they
must maintain the harmony of the setting. For the new jacquards the design team from Création

Baumann therefore has reinterpreted classic, textile patterns afresh and given them a modern, young
signature. “Marva” depicts a flowing wave design, which is given special impact by a mat shine effect that
brings it to life. “Gala” forms an abstract, floral net, whilst “Selva” reproduces fragments of a meadow that
looks as if it had been painted in broad brush strokes. The three decor fabrics can be used on both sides;
respectively they are available in ten, eleven and seven different colour settings.

With the Hospitality Collection, but also with a whole series of renowned references, such as the Hotel de
Paris in Monte Carlo or the Aparthotel in Rotkreuz, Création Baumann shows itself to be an exceptionally
competent partner to the hotel industry. The new products are available from specialist outlets from
January 2012.

